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ABSTRACT1

1 INTRODUCTION

Emotion expressions can help solve social dilemmas where
individual interest is pitted against the collective interest.
Building on research that shows that emotions communicate
intentions to others, we reinforce that people can infer whether
emotionally expressive computer agents intend to cooperate or
compete. We further show important distinctions between
computer agents that are perceived to be driven by humans (i.e.,
avatars) vs. by algorithms (i.e., agents). Our results reveal that,
when the emotion expression re lects an intention to cooperate,
participants will cooperate more with avatars than with agents;
however, when the emotion re lects an intention to compete,
participants cooperate just as little with avatars as with agents.
Finally, we present irst evidence that the way the dilemma is
described – or framed – can in luence people’s decision-making.
We discuss implications for the design of autonomous agents
that foster cooperation with humans, beyond what game
theory predicts in social dilemmas.

Following increased interest in the interpersonal effects of
emotion on people’s decision making [1]-[4], there has been a
growing body of research showing that emotion expressed by
computer agents in luences the decisions people make [4]-[8].
In a social dilemma, de Melo and colleagues [4]-[7] showed that
emotion expressions could increase or decrease cooperation
according to the type and context emotions were shown.
Complementary, de Melo, Gratch, and Carnevale [7] showed
that the strength of the effect tended to be higher when people
believed the emotion expressed by a computer was being
controlled by another person (i.e., an avatar) vs. a computer
algorithm (i.e., an agent). However, despite these advances,
much remains to be understood about the effect of emotion and
here we extend this earlier literature with a study that
compares people’s behavior with cooperative, neutral, and
competitive computer counterparts that are believed to be
either agents or avatars.

CCS CONCEPTS

Additionally, one area that has not received much
attention, at least in the context of the study of emotion, is task
framing. Research in the behavioral sciences demonstrates
that the way a task is framed in luences people’s decisions [9][10]. In particular, Pruitt [10], [10] showed that the way the
payoffs in the prisoner’s dilemma were framed impacted
cooperation (Fig. 1). When the game was decomposed,
participants cooperated less when the game emphasized
exploitation (Game II, Fig. 1-B) than cooperation (Game IV, Fig.
1-C), even though the payoffs are exactly the same as in the
regular game (Fig. 1-A). Here we look at the role of framing on
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human-agent cooperation and, additionally, study whether it
interacts with the effect of emotion.

participant exploitation. The competitive pattern consisted of
showing joy following exploitation and regret following mutual
cooperation.
Participants engaged with 18 different counterparts (Fig. 3A): three avatars and three agents for each of the three types of
emotion expression patterns (cooperative, neutral, and
competitive). With each counterpart, three rounds were
played. In the first two rounds, the software made the decision
for the participant to guarantee that the participant would
experience the critical emotion expressions. Removing these
decisions from the participants was justified as “being
necessary to guarantee that the experiment would be
completed in a timely manner”. The critical decision, thus, was
made in the third round. This procedure is summarized in Fig.
3-B. Finally, the timing for each round is shown in Fig. 3-C. We
recruited 281 participants from Amazon Mechanical Turk for
this experiment.

Figure 1: Different frames for the prisoner’s dilemma.

EXPERIMENT
The experiment followed a 3 × 2 × 3 mixed factorial design:
emotion expression (cooperative vs. neutral vs. competitive;
within-participants) × counterpart (avatar vs. agent; withinparticipants) × frame (regular PD vs. Game II vs. Game IV;
between-participants). The payoff matrices we used are shown
in Fig. 1. Participants were informed that the points they
earned would be exchanged for tickets to a $30 lottery. The
experiment was fully anonymous, i.e., neither the counterparts,
nor the experimenters could trace their decisions back to them.

3 RESULTS & DISCUSSION
The results reinforced that emotion expressed by agents
shaped cooperation with humans, F(2, 556) = 17.17, p < .001,
partial η2 = .058: people cooperated more with agents that
showed cooperative rather than neutral emotions; and, in turn,

The emotion patterns we used were the same as the ones
used by de Melo et al. [4]. The cooperative pattern consisted of
showing joy after mutual cooperation and regret following

Figure 2: Experimental procedure and results. The bars show standard errors.
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